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A holistic
intervention

NumberNagar® has been
successfully achieved. The
key parameters in making this
partnership successful are
below:
■ The common goal of
making a difference in
children’s learning - school
management as well as
NumberNagar® are firm on
this.
■ The learning solution is
creative and provides outof-the box opportunities for
both teachers and students.
■ The pillars of the school
system - teachers - are
trained as flag-bearers of
implementation; they are
not seen as adversaries.
■ Thorough need analysis and
customisation of teacher
training - address their
needs and solve their
problems - NumberNagar®
does not follow a one-sizefits-all policy.
■ Continuous support at the
back-end from
NumberNagar® - a sense
of partnership to make the
implementation successful.
NumberNagar® was
integrated into Sri Seshaas in
April 2015 and the partnership
has been running successfully
for four academic years with
steady progress in
performance. When well-

intentioned teams get
together with a common goal,
nothing is impossible. When
that goal is the well-being of
children, what more can one
ask for!
FINDING A BALANCE
Creative interventions like
NumberNagar® allow children
to enjoy their learning
experiences in a wholesome
manner, instead of looking at
academic work as a burden.
Nurturing their curiosity and
training them for life-long
learning is the need of the
hour.
NumberNagar® has
operational Franchise centres
in the following locations Gubbalala, Sir M
Vishweshwaraiah Layout, HSR
Layout Sector 3, Sanjaynagar,
Hulimavu, Kumaraswamy
Layout, Rajarajeshwari Nagar
in Bengaluru, and Magarpatta
City in Pune. The goal is to
grow organically to 25 centres
in Bengaluru and 300 centres
all over India over the next two
years.
To know more, visit https://
www.numbernagar.com.
You could also write to
info@numbernagar.com
or call +91 63612 02395.

“

“The carefully planned
and customised
training programmes
for the teachers
helped us a lot. PreActivities and post
activities given for
each training session
saved a lot of time
and served better
understanding.
Relationship building
activities have a
good impact upon
Teacher Trainer,
Teacher - Teacher,
Teacher - Principal &
Teacher - Student
Relationship. The window-farm setting, visit to Kurumbapatty
Zoo and a lotus blossom activity helped in building up good
relationship as well as to strengthen the concepts.”
– SAILAJA V
Principal, Sri Seshaas International Public School

“

“NumberNagar® is very good. Basically, we have so many
outsourcing resources. But one thing that is unique about
NumberNagar® is they gave a lot of support even after their
implementation. There are so many teacher training, and the
teacher support, and the teachers are tracked, and they are
asked about what they are doing in the lab, and their time in
the lab is measured, so many things are happening.”
It was the team which convinced me to take up
NumberNagar®. Actually, this team is a dedicated team who
wants to make a difference. That’s what is inspiring about
them. Yes, NumberNagar®’s impact is very good in Maths,
especially in Maths. Because Maths had always been a
problem with our school. But after NumberNagar® there is a
lot of change especially at thinking skills and creativity. It
has helped the children to do well not only in academics but
everywhere. So, we are very happy that NumberNagar® has
made an impact with the kids and it is fun. So, children love
to go to the lab and perform and do things. So
NumberNagar® has made a great impact on our children.
– AMARJOTHI BALASUBRAMANIAN
Founder Trustee, Sri Seshaas International Public School

CHILDREN’S EXPERIENCE IN PRIMARY SCHOOL, BOTH ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC,
LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR OVERALL PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
Respedit.Bangalore
@timesgroup.com
rimary school
education plays a
significant role in
shaping a child’s future and
personality. Children’s
experiences in primary
school, both academic and
non-academic, lay the
foundation for overall
personality development. It
is, therefore, imperative that
their school experience is
meaningful and fulfilling.
The main-stream school
system in our country faces
many challenges in providing
a holistically meaningful
experience to all children.

P

The emphasis on
comparative academic
performance and the need
to cater to large groups of
children makes it difficult for
every child to benefit fairly in
the system.
Laying emphasis on
learning experience implies
personalisation because an
experience is unique to the
learner. To effectively
achieve personalisation in a
traditional school system is
a huge challenge. In this
direction, creative
interventions such as
NumberNagar® play an
important role, when
effectively supported by
school management.

NUMBERNAGAR®
INTEGRATION INTO
SCHOOLS
NumberNagar® is India’s first
Blended Learning Solution for
Maths, English and Science.
It has been researched,
designed and created in
India, for children of age
group 5 to 14 years, to excel
conceptually and
academically. It has been
designed to serve the dual
purpose of functioning in an
existing school system as
well as outside it as an afterschool learning centre.
Integrating any
independent educational
solution in an existing school
system is challenging

because of the number and
nature of stakeholders. Any
solution should benefit
children, teachers, parents
and school management
simultaneously while offering
different value propositions to
each of these set of
individuals. This is a tall order
indeed; however, it is not
impossible to achieve
In this direction, Sri
Seshaas International Public
School, Salem has been the
harbinger of progressive
thinking. Under the able
guidance of the management
team at Sri Seshaas, the
Herculean task of
collaborative partnership
between the school and

CALL TO
ACTION
Do you want
to integrate
NumberNagar®
into your school?
Call us at
+91 95911 78627
Registrations are
open at
NumberNagar®
centres in
Bengaluru.
Enroll your child.
Call us at
+91 63612 02395

FACT FILE
NumberNagar® integrated in Seshaas School - April 2015 - 4 years and counting
Grades using NumberNagar® learning centre - 1 to 5 - Maths, English, Science
# of students touched since integration - 3,000+
# of teachers trained since integration - 100+
# of teacher-training hours since integration - 300+
Support channels - In-person training sessions, Email, Phone,
Google Drive based tracking
https://www.seshaasschool.com/

Do you want to
take up Franchise
opportunity of
NumberNagar®?
Available all
over India.
Call us at
+91 98459 48697

USE CODE NN20121222 to avail a flat 10% off.
This offer is valid for 7 days now. Call now!

Visit https://www.numbernagar.com
Write to us at info@numbernagar.com

